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Abstmct-Nodes in a mobile ad hoc network need to come
�p with counter measures against malicious activity. This
IS more true for the ad hoc environment where there is a
total lack of centralized or third party authentication and se
curity architectures.

This paper presents a game-theoretic

method to analyze intrusion detection in mobile ad hoc net
works.

We use game theory to model the interactions be

tween the nodes of a n ad hoc network. We view the inter
action between an attacker and an individual node as a two
player non-cooperative game, and construct models for such
a game.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET's) are autonomous
distributed systems that comprise a number of mobile
nodes connected by wireless links, forming arbitrary time
varying wireless network topologies. Mobile nodes fUnction
both as hosts and routers. As hosts, they represent source
and destination nodes in the network while as routers, they
represent intermediate nodes between a source and a des
tination providing store-and-forward services to neighbor
ing nodes. Store-and-forward services are needed due to
the limited range of each individual mobile host's wire
less transmissions. Nodes that constitute the wireless net
work infrastructure are free to move randomly and organize
themselves arbitrarily. Applications such as military exer
cises and disaster relief will benefit from ad hoc networking,
but secure and reliable communication is a necessary pre
requisite for such applications.
Security in mobile ad-hoc networks is particularly dif
ficult to achieve, notably because of the limited physical
protection to each of the nodes, the sporadic nature of con
nectivity, the absence of a certification authority, and the
lack of a centralized monitoring or management unit. In
trusion prevention is not guaranteed to work all the time,
and this clearly underscores the need for intrusion detection
as a frontline security research area under the umbrella of
ad hoc network security. In traditional wireless networks
mobile devices associate themselves with an access point
which is in turn connected to other wired machines such
as a gateway or a name server which handle network man
agement functions. Ad-hoc networks, on the other hand,
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do not use such access points, and form a completely dis
tributed architecture. The absence of infrastructure and
subsequently, the absence of authorization facilities im
pede the usual practice of establishing a line of defense
distinguishing nodes as trusted and non-trusted. There
may be no ground for an a priori classification, since all
nodes are required to cooperate in supporting the network
operation, while no prior security association (SA) can be
assumed for all the network nodes. Freely roaming nodes
form transient associations with their neighbors: they join
and leave sub-domains independently with and without no
tice.
An additional problem related to compromised nodes
is the potential Byzantine failures encountered within
MANET routing protocols. In a Byzantine failure, a set of
the nodes could be compromised in such a way that incor
rect and malicious behavior cannot be directly noted at all.
Malicious nodes can inflict a Byzantine failure on a system
by creating new routing messages, advertising non-existent
links and providing incorrect link state information. It
can therefore be seen that intrusion prevention measures
in MANET's might prevent some attacks but such mea
sures are not enough.
Intrusion detection ( aptly called "the second line of de
fense") techniques are widely used in wired networks to
protect networked systems once an intrusion is detected.
However, techniques geared towards wired networks would
not suffice for an ad hoc environment because of differences
such as lack of fixed infrastructure, mobility, the vulnera
bility of wireless transmissions to eavesdropping and the
lack of a clear separation between normal and abnormal
behavior in ad hoc networks. In addition, the ad hoc net
working paradigm does not allow for the presence of traffic
concentration points in the network, whereas most con
ventional intrusion detection systems (IDS) geared towards
wired networks depend on such an architecture.
In this paper, we concentrate on providing a mathemat
ical framework for intrusion detection in mobile ad hoc
networks. We will describe how game theory can be used
to find strategies for both the malicious node and the ad
ministrator of the target node.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2
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knowledge. A player may have s everal types, one for

we briefly describe some of the related work that has been

mon

for non-cooperative games and relates the elements in the

also assumed that each player knows his/ her own type with

done in this area. Section 3 introduces the formal model

model to the problem at hand. In Section 4 we present
our model for intrusion detection in a MANET. Sect ion 5
conc ludes the paper

communication networks to model a variety of problems.

This includes the work of Shenker for modeling service dis�

for TCP performance [2]'Baser

et al [3) for modeling power control in a multicell wireless

[4] applied game

theory and

client puzzles in order to devise a defense a gainst denial of

service (DoS) attacks. In the area of MANET's, Michiardi

et al.

[5] used cooperative and

non-cooperative game theo

retic c onstru cts to develop a reputation based architect u re

for enforc ing co-operation.

Modeling intrusion detection

using game ,theory is ,however, a relatively new approach.

Kodialam et al.

[6J used a game theoretic framework to

model intrusion detection via sampling in communications
networks , and developed sampling schemes that are opti

mal in the gaine theoretic setting. Our work is more closely

related to the model proposed by Alpcan et al. [7]. We have

extended the model proposed in [7] to in c lude MANET's,

and have analyzed the interaction between an attacker and

a

Basic Signaling Game

host based IDS as a dyn amic two player non-cooperative

game.

Hoc N ETWORKS AS NON-COOPERATIVE GAMES

Game theory provides

us

A basic s ignaling game, in its

as

masculine and

with tools to study the inter

action between multiple players in a society, in our case a

MANET. With the application of game theory, we can ad
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over actions

for each action
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After both the players have taken t heir actions, the pay

offs are awarded according to the

message

sent by the

senaer, the action taken by the receiver in response and

the type B of the sender chosen by Nature.
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dress problems where players/nodes w ith different, and in
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m any cases, unique objectives interact. A specific branch of
game theory that has been often used is non-cooperative

Player 2

Nature draws the type of the sender from

0'2(·lad is

3. MODELING INTRUSION DETECTION IN MOBILE AD

game theory.

[8J:

simplest form has two players, Player 1 who is the sender
we t reat Player 1

Game theory has been used extensive ly in computer and

network while Bencsath et al.

complete certai nty.

It is

and Player 2 who is the receiver. For s ake of con venience

2. RELATED WORK

ciplines [11, Akella et at.

each possible state of his/her private information .
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ations in w hi ch a number of nodes/players are involved

Player 2 up d ates her beliefs about B and bases his choice
of action a2 on the posterior distribution1 J.t('1 ad over e.

the node's ind ivi dual decisions and a ffects the well-being

depend on his type. Therefore, if

Non-cooperative game theory studies situ

in an interactive process whose out come is determined by

of each agent in a possibly different way.

In this paper, we model the interaction between an at

basic signal
ing game which falls under the gambit of multi-stage dy
namic non-cooperative game with incomplete information.
A game can be defined as a dynamic game if the order

tacker and an intrusion detection system as a

in which the decisions are made is imp ortant.

In

a
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Bayesian Equilibrium dictates that Player 1 's action will

egy, then knowing O'i (

information is called the

type

of the player and it fully de

scribes any informat ion the player has, which is not com-
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O'iC-IO) denotes this strat
je) and by observing aI, Player 2 can

use Bayes rule to update p(.) and

/-I(·lal)

perfect Bayesian equilibrium(PBE) of a sig
naling game is a strategy profile 0'. and posterior beliefs
J.t(-la1) such that
Definition:A

cooperative game with incomplete information, we model
situations in which some players have some private infor

mation before the beginning of a game. Th i s initial private

.

(PI)

ve,O';(.je)

1 In Bayesian inference,

we

result of the
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al

(3)

when we have performed an experiment
theorem to find a new distribution which reflects the
experiment. This new distribution is called the posterior

use Bayes'

distribution

E arg maxu1(Or,02,B),

to analyze and model the response of an IDS. The IDS re
sponse actions typically vary from setting off an alarm to
watching suspicious activity before setting off an alarm to

and

tL(Blal)

(B)

=

p(B)C1i(aIIB)j

E p(B')C1tCaIIB1)

(5)

lJ'E9
if

L p(B')(T�(alIBI)

tL(-lal)

the gambit of multi-stage dynamic non-cooperative game
The intrusion detection game is played between an at

is any probability distribution on
if

E p(B')C1i(allB')

=

tacker and an IDS. The objective of the attacker is to send

e

a malicious message from some attack node, with the inten
sion of attacking the target node. T he intrusion is deemed

0

successful when the malicious message reaches the target
machine without being detected by the host IDS. We as

8'E9
where PI says that Player 1 takes into account the affect of

al on Player 2's action.

P2 states that Player

2

reacts opti

mally to Player l's action given her posterior beliefs about
Band B corresponds to the application of Bayes rule.
Thus, a perfect bayesian equilibrium can be thought of
as a set of strategies and beliefs such that at any stage of
the game, strategies are optimal given the beliefs. These
beliefs are obtained from the equilibrium strategies and the
observed actions using Bayes rule.
We believe that intrusion detection in MANET's can be
modeled as a basic signaling game for
sons.

First and foremost, in a

a

MANET

number of rea
environment, it

is very hard to detect a friend from a foe in the absence
of security mechanisms like PKI, digital certificates, etc.
Therefore, the type of a particular node is not easily ver
ifiable by other nodes in the system.

Secondly, in most

intrusion detection systems, both for wired and wireless
networks, the IDS responds to the intrusion after the in
trusion has occurred. Therefore, we believe that modeling
intrusion detection in a game theoretic framework based
on dynamic non-cooperative games is the right direction
to take.

sume that an intrusion is detected and the intruding node
is blocked when a message sent by a probable intruder is
intercepted and the host IDS can say with certainty that
the message is malicious in nature.
For an IDS, the basic performance criteria is the rate of
false alarms in the system. There exists a tradeoff between
the reduction in false alarms by decreasing the sensitivity
of the system with the increase in rate of undetected in
trusions. However, either extremes are undesirable as the
IDS becomes totally ineffective in such circumstances. In
our system model, we consider the cost associated with an
undetected intrusion to be much more severe than the cost
associated with false alarms.
To simplify our analysis, we assume that a malicious
node attacks only one node at a time and that collusions
between malicious nodes do not occur. The IDS does one
of two things, it eit her sets off an alarm on detection of an
intrusion or

does

nothing.

System Model: In our model of the signaling game, a node
is the sender and the host based IDS based is the

receiver to

which the message is directed. A sender can be of two types.

The sender node could be a

regular node

or he could be a

malicious node/attacker. In other words, the type space of

4. GAME THEORETIC MODEL OF INTRUSION
DETECTION
The very nature of MANET's, dictates that any IDS de
signed for such a network has to be distributed in nature.
Centralized solutions that have a single point of failure can
not be used.

Assuming a host based IDS, we model an

intrusion detection game played between a host and an in
truder.
With every passing day the popularity and the number
of users of the Internet is increasing manyfold. As a result
of this increased popularity and usefulness, the Internet has
come to contain both interesting targets and enough mali
cious and ignorant users that DoS attacks are only bound
to increase.

We model the interaction between an attacker and a host
based IDS as a two player signaling game which falls under
with incomplete information.

> 0

9'E9
and

a total system reconfiguration.

Current intrusion detection techniques, how

ever, fail to detect malicious activity completely.
more true for

MANET's

This is

than for conventional networks.

In this section we present our game theoretic framework
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a given sender is given by

e

=

[Attacker, R€gularNode].

The IDS prior beliefs concerning the probability that any
other node in the system is either an attacker

or

node can be described by a single number q E
malicious node's

a regular
The

[0,1].

(attacker) decision is a choice between ex

hibiting malicious behavior or exhibiting normal behavior.
Let the probability of a. particular malicious node exhibit
ing malicious activity be

8,

and the probability of the same

node exhibiting normal behavior be 1

-

s. The particular

choice that the attacker makes is his "message". The IDS
"detects" this decision with a probability t and misses it

with a probability 1

-

t depe nding on his beliefs.

Consider the attacker-IDS game shown in Fig 1.

The

IDS has a gain of -'Ysucceu for detecting an attack where
as there is a cost involved whenever the IDS misses an at
tack

bmis.)

or when it raises a false alarm

the other hand, the intruder has a gain of
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1. An Attacker·IDS Basic Signaling Game

of Ocaught on be

Similarly, for the IDS in all possible cases the expected

pay off is

A rational

node

cost of false alarm

- stbdetect + ifalarm + imiss)

(7)

(7).

If the

will

alwa ys try to maximize

bfalarm) is re latively

low, then the IDS

will always choose to sound an alarm. The Nash

rium for such a signaling game
condition.

is described

by

Equilib

the following

For the attacker/regular node:
the IDS, each type
sending a message

e

of

at as

Given the strateg y of
a node evaluates the utility fro m

Ea, 112 (a2Iat)ut (at, a2, 0) and p(O)

pu ts weight on at only if its amongst
sages in this

the maximizing meso

expected utility.

For the IDS:

The IDS will proceed in two steps.

for every message

al

(8)
In oth er

payoff

( 6)

s[tOcaught - (1 - t)Ointrude]

Simiss + t/falarm

First

the

words,

optimal

the strategy of the IDS will be to

pick
its available set, in respo nse to "
from the sending node. The choice of strategy

strategy out of

a message at

must be based on the receivers prior beliefs, such that it

is able to m aximize the effective payoff by minimizing the
cost due to false alarms and missed attacks.
Baye's theorem be ing recursive in nature, allows each
node to periodically up date its posterior beliefs about other
nodes from its previous post erio r distribution based on in·
dependent observations. Intu itive l y, we can see that with
time the false alarm rates will de cr ease . When applied in
tandem with other approaches like likelihood eval uation
and active intruder profiling, the false alarm rates can be
further reduced. A full explanation of these methods is be
yond the scope of this paper.

The game theoretic investigation presented in this paper
gi ves us valuable insight into the behavior of the attacker
and the IDS. We believe that

most of the

simplifying

as

su mptions made in this pape r can b e modified to incorpo
rate more realistic sc enarios .

that is sent with positive probability

5, CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCH ISSUES

by some type 0, the IDS uses Bayes rule to compute the
posterior probability assessment that

Miss

have a zero cost

For the attacker, in all possible cases, the expe cted

is

IDS

(0,0)

Reguklr Node

(-011undz Ymi:» )

ing detected and blocked.

/�Defend
Q
(O,rial".",).......

Oefe�.:mqJ1I CYditfmd )
IDS

1-1

comes from each

Ad hoc network security has come into the lime light

type () . According to the Nash equilibrium condition, for

of network security research over the past couple of years.

all

al

th at are sent by some type

bility, every response

a2

in

0

support

with positive proba
of the IDS's response

However, little has been done

in

terms of defining the se

curity requirements specific to MANET's.

Such security

given the beliefs that are

requirements must include countermeasures against node

Therefore, we can say that the IDS strategy will be the

ticular. In this paper, we used the concepts of multi-stage

should

be the best response to

at

at

computed using Bayes rule.
best response to the sending nodes behavior strategy if and

misbehavior in general and

denial

of service attacks in par

dynamic non·cooperative game with incomplete informa·

only if it maximizes its expected utility over all possible

tion to model intrusion detection in a network

pure strategies.

host based IDS. We believe tha t this game-theoretic mod·
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that

uses a

eling is more realistic than previous modeling techniques.
As part of our future

work, we intend to extend our game

theoretic approach to include selfish nodes2.
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[2)
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